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Dear Shareholders,
Heartiest Greetings to all of you!
At the time of writing this message, India and several other
parts of the world are suffering from another wave of
pandemic Covid-19 which is much harsher and tougher than
what the world had seen last year. With deep grief and sorrow
my heart goes out to each and every person who has suffered
the loss of her/his loved ones. I wish and am sure that we shall
eventually come out from this but until then, I urge to one and
all that we must observe Covid protocols, govt. guidelines and
get vaccinated (if eligible).
I pray for health and safety of all of you and your loved ones.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude for your
continuous support over the years and through tough times
that tested us all. I am extremely proud of our employees’ and
channel partners’ efforts during these unprecedented times.
After these trying times, we should work for the new world.
The pandemic has made us analyse, re-think, review,
re-formulate, re-organise and innovate to transform into a
world which is not just sustainable but also more
compassionate. The pandemic has changed the way we live,
interact and work ushering a new era of a more informed
modern lifestyle.
The consumer of the new informed world has evolved and is
full of energy, passion and positivity. This New Bharat’s
new-age consumer aspires for innovative product offerings,
leading to convenience and comfort.
The beginning of the current financial year (2021-22) may have
been slow but we are optimistic about the future of the HVAC
industry. We look forward to a good year for business driven
by path breaking innovation, flexibility, futuristic solutions and
changed consumer perspective. The changing perspective
about air conditioning as a necessity, lifestyle product and a
health requirement instead of being a luxury product is a

welcome change. Market penetration will also help the business
grow.
The Company has continuously focused on futuristic consumer
centric solutions. Over the past few years’ consumer awareness
has increased immensely about Inverter technology. Improved
lifestyle, higher disposable income, year-round usage pattern,
increasing urbanization, ease of finance options, warranty
assurance etc. has led to higher traction for superior technology of
Inverter models. The Company had anticipated high demand of
Inverter technology in advance and accordingly developed a strong
product line of Inverter technology powered Room Air Conditioner
models. The Company has robust plans for 2021 summer season
with new products having eye catching features and we plan to
reach out to our customers through our strong & nationwide
channel network with aggressive marketing strategies.
Anticipating pent up demand for summer season of 2021 due to low
buying in summer season of 2020, the Company has planned well in
advance and launched new products having several new features
and technological enhancements. The Company has introduced its
innovative range of new products & technologies via virtual launch
and received an overwhelming response with more than 6500
participants attending the event.
As part of our sales strategy, during the year 2021-22 we will
continue to aim at increasing our reach in tier 2 & tier 3 towns,
synergise our efforts to strengthen our channels, enhance
nationwide service network, bring efficiencies to supply chain,
enrich our product portfolio and work towards making Hitachi Air,
an aspirational brand. I am confident that this comprehensive
approach will help us in making our Room Air Conditioner business
successful in ongoing financial year.
Consumer is the King and we understand that consumer of the new
informed world is evolving every day and their need for NEW is
changing. In our endeavour to meet demands of this aspiring
consumer, Hitachi is committed to set new consumer satisfaction
milestones with its best in class products and solutions. To create
comfort and brand appeal for customers who are willing to adopt
our advanced technologies combined with appealing aesthetics
inspired from nature and Japanese roots, we are leading our
communication with “New begins with You”. Silent air, Surround
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